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Beamline overview
Beamline 10.3.2 is a hard X-ray microprobe producing a
monochromatic beam of 1.5-15μm size.
Tricolor elemental maps of
a soil nodule.
red=Zn (top)/As(bottom),
green=Fe, blue=Mn.

The capabilities of the beamline include:
Mapping of:
• Elemental composition
• Chemical state
Collection of X-ray (XAS) absorption spectra at
points identified by mapping
Collection of powder diffraction patterns at the
same spots as XAS.
Energy range from 2.5keV (S) to 17keV (U)

μEXAFS
XAS data analysis

XRF data analysis

μXANES
chemical-state mapping

μXRD

μMCA

XRF mapping

Selected science at the beamline
Environmental

Contaminated soils and mining feed/waste
Liberation of toxic elements from natural sources
Hyperaccumulating and tolerant plants

Earth&planetary science (with enviro. adds to ~70% of beamtime)
Cycling of Fe in the ocean
Microbe-mediated reactions of Fe, Mn,...
Ferromanganese nodules in soil and ocean
Cometary and meteoritic materials

Materials

Cementitious materials for structural and waste-immobilization applications
Solar-cell materials
Nanoparticles and reactions thereof (small samples)

Miscellaneous

Photosynthetic reaction centers
High-pressure work in diamond-anvil cell

Performance
Spot size
Variable, 1x1 (vibration limited?) to 16x6μm
Flux density (flux/FWHM) almost constant down to 1.7-2μm spot

Energy range
2.48 (S K) to ~17.5 (U L3). Best range 4-11keV

XRF mapping
Up to 16 ROIs, continuous scan. Multiple areas/energies can be specified.

Flux
Detectors

Canberra Ultra-LEGe 7-element
Bruker SMART6000 for diffraction

Flux (ph/sec)

Up to 1010 ph/sec. at 6keV

E (keV)

System design features
Continuous-scan mapping
No time lost on starting/stopping the sample stage, so mapping is fast.

Bend-magnet source
Excellent beam stability yields high-quality EXAFS data.

System integration
XRF, XAS and XRD available on the same spot for powerful synergy.
Sample stage and fluorescence detector are integral parts of the system rather than add-ons.
Separation of low-level beamline functions from high-level data acquisition and analysis makes
for a more maintainable and extensible system.

Ease of use
Dedicated microfocus beamline - no mode switching.
Full suite of data-analysis and viewing programs on line.
Autoalign feature re-finds "hotspot" on each EXAFS scan to compensate for sample drift.
Maps at multiple energies in multiple areas may be specified and automatically run.
XRD and MCA at multiple energies and positions may be auto-run as well.
LabVIEW GUI programs for user-friendly operation.

Optical design features
Virtual source
Allows tradeoff of spot size vs. flux. Stabilizes beam position against source fluctuations.

Pre-mirror ("JJ") slits
Slits in front of optics allow tuneup by Hartmann testing.
Slitting down increases depth of focus at cost of flux - handy when sample won't come to
focus.

Multilayer mirror coating stack
Ru over Au over Cr provides wide energy coverage (Ru hides Au at Au L-edges).
Sputtered surfaces are much smoother than old evaporated films - less flare; spot size
degrades less at low energy.

Vertical collimating mirror
Improves energy resolution by collimating rays incident on monochromator.

Fixed-exit 2-crystal monochromator
Single-rotator design makes for stable mono with no need for active crystal-parallelism
control.

Peltier-stabilized bender assemblies
Stabilizes the mechanics against hutch temperature changes.

Optics Layout
X-ray Source

31m

Size = 280x35μm FWHM

M1
Ge fluorescence
detector (7 element)

Roll slits
M2

Monochromator
M3
M4
Beam size at sample:
1.5x1μm-15x6μm
Sample on
XY stage

Diffraction detector
(not shown)

M1 makes a 1:1 image of the source at the roll slits, which can be closed down to
adjust the source size. The next 3 mirrors, M2-M4, image this 'virtual source' at the
sample with demagnification 18(H)x5(V). M2 collimates in the vertical direction to
prepare the beam for the monochromator, which selects the desired energy. M3
images in the vertical and M4 in the horizontal.

Optical schematic
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Monochromator
A fixed-exit, 2-crystal Si(111) monochromator on a single
rotator
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Geometry is optimized for the small beam. First crystal is watercooled via gun-drilled block; no seals in vacuum.

Energy Hartmann test
How can we tune up the vertical collimating mirror so it really collimates?
This mirror and the vertical focus mirror are highly interacting.
Answer: Use the monochromator to measure angular spread.
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This method yields microradian sensitivity and does not require the
focusing mirrors.
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Demo XRF image after upgrade
FeMnCu

40μm

Undersea ferromanganese nodule from SW Pacific - G. Horn, K. Edwards, B. Toner
0.8μm pixel 110ms/pt dwell, 10keV incident, 494x312 pixels, 5hr acquisition
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Objectives
(entire program)
To determine the solid-state speciation of trace metal(loid)s in natural and
contaminated soils.

... in order to
¾ Understand fundamental processes and predict the evolution of metal
speciation (natural attenuation of pollution);
¾ Develop a solid scientific basis for maintaining soil quality and formulating
effective clean-up strategies.

The site of this experiment
Land irrigated for 100 years with Paris wastewater

Area: 1500 ha
Heavy metal concentration:
Until 1999…

Truck farming activities

mg kg-1
Zn 150 - 3150
Cu
~ 350
Pb
~ 700
Since 1999…

Only corn culture is permitted

Remediation technique
Objectives:
¾ To solubilize metals with natural organic acids (mostly citrate);
¾ To use metal tolerant plants to maintain the soil texture and to
transform the residual fraction of metals into sparingly soluble forms.
Question:
¾What happens to the Cu (as an example metal) after treatment?

Pilot site

Airduct

Soil

Lixiviation
outlet

Porous
substratum

Iris pseudoacorus
Phragmites australis
Salix viminalis (willow)
Common wetland species that have high tolerances to heavy metals

Distribution of Cu - before and after treatment
The soil XRF maps are speckled with hot-spots of
Cu grains ranging from about ~2 to 20 μm in size.

Phragmites australis

Before…

After treatment…
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Cu

+
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The soil contains as much Cu, but in a different form

Cu distribution in the roots
¾ Most Cu is located in the cortex of roots of P. australis.
¾ No Cu in the stele that contain vascular bundles to
translocate micronutrients to the shoot.

Phragmites australis

Parenchyma

Stele

Cu
Zn

Ca

200 µm

Cu compartmentation probably results from a bioactive exclusion process that
prevents Cu translocation to reproductive and photosynthetic tissues

Stele

Iris pseudoacorus Cu distribution

ZnCuCa

300 μm

The main roots and rhizome of I. pseudoacorus do not contain detectable Cu grains.
Cu grains form linear features in the rhizosphere, suggesting a biological link.

¾ When viewed at higher
magnification, the Cu spots occur
along the direction of filamentous
and ramified organic structures,
similar to root hairs or hyphae.

200 μm

Optical micrograph
Fungal forms are more likely because mycorrhizal hyphae generally branch, whereas
root hairs do not.

What is the chemical state of Cu before and after treatment?
The answer comes from μ-EXAFS

Before…

After treatment…

and μ-diffraction

μ-EXAFS

χ

Cu as ??
(see next slide)

Cu on organics
(Data fits to Cu-O 1st shell
and Cu-(C,O) 2nd shell)

Cu speciation after treatment
The answer comes from μ-EXAFS
and μ-XRD

Cu metal
(EXAFS multiplied
by 0.43)

After treatment…

The spectrum of Cu after treatment resembles that of Cu metal, but with lower
amplitude and less fine structure. Why?

Cu speciation after treatment
bulk Cu (reference)

Cu

Cu grains

Cu

3NN

2NN

Cu
1NN

Multiply
Cu(bulk) by 0.43

¾ Radial structure functions share the
general four peak character of Cu metal; but,
the higher-neighbor contributions (high
frequency components in k space) are
progressively attenuated in the soil Cu
spectra.
¾ Data analysis indicates that the Cu
particles have a nanometer size.

Cu is speciated as copper metal nanoparticles

μ-XRD on Cu nanoparticles

Continuous rings in XRD pattern show that it's Cu metal (d-spacings) in
nano-size grains (continuity and broadening of rings).
Most Cu is in tiny (1-2nm) particles, but a small minority is in the large
(15nm) particles seen in diffraction.

All three major techniques were used to characterize the Cu.

Additional remarks and acknowledgements
What spatial resolution ?
 Though the rhizosphere is heterogeneous at all scales, the micrometer scale is
well adapted to study most reactive nanometer-sized particles because these
particles often aggregate.

 Lower resolution is required to assess and quantify the representativity of
observations made at high resolution. Statistics are often vital.
Which technique ?
 The chemical and structural complexity of natural nanoparticles requires the
synergetic application of several analytical probes. In this respect, X-ray fluorescence,
diffraction, and absorption together offer unique access to solving the problem.
Beamline 10.3.2 provides just this synergy, along with ppm sensitivity and fast mapping
over mm2.
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"Free upgrade" - ALS Top Off mode
Immediate
Beam current is at 400mA continuous (soon 500mA). Previous: 480->200mA over 8hr.
Shortly
Now

Past
Shutters closed

3-6 months:
Vertical emittance down 3x - increase flux at small spot by up to 3x. Vertical spot size with
full beam may go down to ~2-3μm from 6μm.

Longer term:
Smaller horizontal emittance. Flux increases again at small spot sizes. Full-beam horizontal
spot size decreases.

Next steps for the beamline
Priority order

Decrease vibrations
Present spot size is determined partially by vibrations. Better control of these could yield
submicron spot size.

QuickXAS
Continuous scan of energy allows XAS scan to be done in < 1 minute
Good for when it's hard to stay on a spot, e.g. rad damage, sample motion

Full spectrum/pixel mapping (funded by P. Nico Approved Program)
Present XRF system records fluorescence only in energy bands, losing information

Low-energy capable monochromator
Choice of Si, InSb, KTP crystals to get to Al and maybe Mg edges.

Cryostat
Reduce rad damage and Debye-Waller damping of EXAFS
Allow clearer view of distant shells

New beamline on superbend to go to 22keV
Would keep us competitive with harder rings for elements like As, Hg, U...

Transferrable ideas
Adjustable virtual source
Slit at virtual source position allows tradeoff between spot size and flux, and stabilizes spot
position against source motion, mono detune.

Pre-mirror slits
Helps with tuneup (Hartmann testing).
Improve energy resolution by reducing vertical divergence (in absence of V coll. mirror).
Increase depth of focus at cost of flux.
Clean up beam to improve ultimate spot size.

Bilayer mirror coating
Ru over Au hides Au L-edges, extending energy range to Ru K.
Sputtered, rather than evaporated coatings are much smoother, better at low E.

Harmonic rejection by mono
Detuning the mono gets you most of the way there; the mirror doesn't have to do the whole 104.

Attention to user-friendliness
Features which can seem like "frills" can greatly improve the user experience.
Examples: auto-align, energy parser ("ul3+50", "present-10"), multi-mapping.
Staff involvement in user projects from proposal submission to paper publication (iff desired).

